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ABSTRACT 
We prove some topological properties of completely regular (esp. locally compact) topological 
spaces T such that the locally convex (esp. Frechet) space C(T) equipped with the compact-open 
topology is injective (i.e., complemented in every locally convex space containing it iso- 
morphically). 
Examples are presented which show that the results obtained here are optimal and that the present 
case differs essentially from the compact case studied by Amir. In particular, we give an example 
of a Frechet injective space C(T) such that Tcontains no open non-empty extremally disconnected 
subset. 
INTRODUCTION 
The main tool of the paper is the introduced notion of the estimate of injec- 
tivity i(U), UC T, (see Prop. 2.3) which describes the behavior on U of projec- 
tions onto C(T). For open U we show that if i(U) is “small”, then U must be 
extremally disconnected, locally compact or at least must contain dense open 
subsets of those types (Th. 3.1). In particular, this implies a non-Banach ana- 
logue of Amir’s result [l, Th. 31 (see also [2, Th. 21, [4, Cor. 2]), i.e., if C(T) 
injective, T locally compact, then T contains a dense open extremally discon- 
* The paper was partially written while the author was a guest at the University of Wuppertal 
(FRG). The author is very indebted to Prof. D. Vogt for his hospitality and very good working con- 
ditions. 
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netted subset (Cor. 3.2). Then we show that without local compactness the 
result does not hold (Ex. 4.2). 
The methods used here are similar in spirit to those applied by Amir, Isbell 
and Semadeni in the Banach case (see [ 11, [2], [ 111) but some of the results have 
no meaningful analogue for Banach spaces. Further study on injective Frechet 
C(T)-spaces is done in the author’s paper [7], where i(U) was applied succesfully. 
Let us mention that it is not known if every Frechet injective space is isomorphic 
to a product of Banach spaces and this is the main open problem of the area 
[14], camp. Cor. 3.2 (a) below. 
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1. CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
We denote by T a completely regular topological space and by PT its Tech- 
Stone compactification. The space T is called hemicompact if there is a funda- 
mental sequence of compact sets in T [9, Ex. 3.4.E]. We always equip C(T) with 
the compact-open topology and we call T an injective base if C(T) is an injec- 
tive locally convex space (lcs). Since injective spaces are complete, every injective 
base must be a k,-space [12, 3.6.41. We denote ilfllK :=sup{ If(t teK), 
where K is an arbitrary subset of T and fe C(T). In general, /I . IIK need not be 
a seminorm since sometimes it takes value 03. We call such “seminorms” taking 
value 03 extended seminorms and we should distinguish carefully between con- 
tinuous seminorms and (extended) seminorms which are not necessarily con- 
tinuous (for example, 11. lllR in C(K)). If II . IIa, are extended seminorms on 
C(T), then 
II- /l~.,,,..,.~~:=max~/I~ IL,: i=L4b 
If P : X+ Y is a linear operator between vector spaces X and Y and I/ . Ila and 
1) . IID are extended (not necessarily continuous) seminorms on X and Y respec- 
tively (a, /3 could be arbitrary subscripts, in particular, K or T), then 
II%,/3 :=s~P~Ilpxllp: IIXII,~ 1) 
(sometimes 11 P lla, B = a). F(T) denotes the lcs of all functions on T bounded on 
compact sets and equipped with the compact-open topology. A continuous map 
~7 : S -+ T between two topological spaces is called essentially onto if every com- 
pact set in T is an image of a compact set in S. Then v, induces a topological 
linear embedding 
@ : C(T) + C(S), Q(f) :=fo q. 
Let us consider a graded Its (X, (11 . Ila)aEA)r i.e., a lcs Xequipped with a fixed 
(not necessarily directed!) family of continuous seminorms (I/ . Ila)aEA, a so- 
called grading of X, generating the topology of X. Then X is isometrically 
embedded into a graded lcs (Y, (11. lli)aEA), if there is a linear map j: X+ Y 
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(an isometric embedding) so that llj(e)1];= 11. Ila for all acA. A projection 
means a continuous linear one (or a continuous linear left inverse for the given 
embedding). In the case of graded Frechet spaces (X, (11. II,),, N), the grading 
of X is assumed to be increasing ([3]). 
A grading (11. IldaE~ on C(T) is called standard if 11 . Ila := II . II,,,, for some 
fundamental family (K,), E A of relatively compact sets in T. For hemicompact 
T we consider only increasing families (K,), E N. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Every Banach injective space Xis a PA-space (i.e., (X, II . 11) is A-complemented 
in every Banach superspace) for some I> 1. The analogous observation holds 
for lcs. 
PROPOSITION 2. I. Let (X (II . ILkA) b e an injective graded lcs, then there is 
a function v/ : A -+@(A) (@(A) denotes the family of all finite subsets of A) and 
a family of numbers (c,),,~ such that for every graded lcs (Y, (11. Ila)aEA) con- 
taining X isometrically there is a projection P : Y-+X, I/P 11 wCaj, (yI c, for every 
aeA. 
REMARK. If (X, (11 . Ila)ufA) fulfils the above conditions, then X is called a 
P W,(Ca)aC,-space. For graded Frechet spaces X we may assume that I,V is a non- 
decreasing function into N. 
Prop. 2.1 is implied by the following easy lemma (camp. [5, Cor. 3.2 (d)]) 
applied for Z=(natA L,(~,),(ll~ lI~,(~,&~,d, which is a P,~,cIj-wace, id:A + 
@(A), id(a) := {a}. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X, Y, Z be lcs each of them equipped with a (directed) grading 
(II . Ila)aGA. If j : X+ Y and k : X+ Z are isometric embeddings, then there is a 
graded lcs (K (II . II~LA) ((II . Il~LcA directed, resp.) and there are isometric 
embeddings Q and R making the following diagram commutative: 
Q z-w 
k I I R j x- Y. 
For injective spaces of continuous functions we can prove even more. We 
start with some auxiliary definitions. 
Let U be an arbitrary subset of an injective base T, and let p : S + T be an 
essentially onto continuous map defined on a disjoint topological sum S of a 
family of extremally disconnected compact spaces (S is a locally compact injec- 
tive base). For the sake of simplicity, we assume that S has a fundamental family 
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of compact sets of the same cardinality as the minimal cardinality of a fun- 
damental family of compact sets in T. We define: 
b,(U) := inf A, 
inf taken over all ,l such that there exists a projection P for the embedding 
@:C(T)-+C(S) and satisfying IIPlls,usA. 
Similarly, let U be relatively compact and let 9 = (11 . Ila)cyeA be a standard 
grading on C(T) containing the seminorm I/ . /I u. We define 
a&(/) := inf 2, 
inf taken over all ,Y such that for every isometric embedding j of (C(T), %) into 
an lcs (X,(11. Ila)afA) there are: a projection P:X-+C(T) and {o,,...,o,}~A 
satisfying lIPll{a ,,__., a,),~lA. 
Finally, for arbitrary UC T, 
j(U) :=inf{IIPIl,,.: P : F(T) --f C(T) a continuous projection}. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T be an arbitrary injective base and ~1, g be as desired 
above. 
(a) If U is an arbitrary subset of T, then j(U) I b,(U) and b,(U) does not 
depend on ~7. If T is hemicompact, then b,(U)=j(U). 
(b) If U is a relatively compact subset of T, then ag(U) = b,(U) < 03. In par- 
ticular, a&U) does not depend on $. 
REMARK. For an arbitrary subset U of T we define ir(U) := b,(U) and we 
call it the estimate of injectivity of U. If T is locally compact hemicompact (the 
most interesting case), then iT(U) = b,(U), where Ed : Sb+ T is a perfect (i.e., 
closed map such that v-](K) is compact for each compact Kc T) onto map 
from an extremally disconnected locally compact injective base S. Indeed, by 
[ 10, Th. 4.31, each locally compact space T is a perfect image of an extremally 
disconnected localy compact space S. As easily seen, if T is hemicompact, then 
S must be hemicompact [9, Ex. 3.8.C] and a disjoint topological sum of com- 
pact extremally disconnected spaces (see the proof of Cor. 3.2 (a) below). 
It is proved below (proof of the inequality j(U) 5 b,(U)) that for every 
topological space T there is a map v, satisfying the assumptions given in the 
definition of b,(U). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let T be a locally compact extremally disconnected injective 
base. If UC T is relatively compact, then aw(U) = 1 for each standard grading 
9 = (II . IlaLA on C(T), I/. Ila := 11. (IK,, KY= U for a fixed YEA. 
PROOF. We find a compact-open set S 2 U and (Y E A, S c K,. Let 11. Ijc be a 
seminorm on X> C(T) whose unit ball is equal to the absolutely convex hull 
of the unit ball of I/. lIs in C(T) and the unit ball of I/ . II ir,al in X. Obviously, 
I/ . Ilc restricted to C(T) equals // . IIs. W e may extend the restriction maps 
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C(T)+C(S) and C(T)-+C(T\S) to projections R:X+C(S) and Q:X-+ 
C(T\S), resp. Since (C(S), Il. Ild is a Banach injective P,-space, we may assume 
IIRIlc,ss 1. The map P: X -+ C(T), P(f)(t) := R(f)(t) if t E S or = Q(f)(t) if 
t$S, is a projection onto C(T) such that llPllc,ss 1, hence ~~P~l~r,ix~,u~ 1. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3. (a): b, does not depend on cp: Let pI : S1 + T and 
pz: S2 + T be two functions as described in the definition of 6, and let S, be 
a disjoint topological sum of compact extremally disconnected spaces (Ka)aEA. 
We define: 
S:={(sr,%)E$ xS2: cp,(s,)=v)2(s*)), 
wr:S+S,, w,(s,,s2):=%, w2:S+&, w2(s,,s2):=s2. 
Since t,~r, ly2 are essentially onto, we have the following commutative diagram 
of topological embeddings: 
C(T) $_ - W,). 7 
If l>b,,(U), then there is a projection P: C(S,)- C(T), lIPIls,,u~A. The 
space (C(G), I/. IIK,) . 1s a Banach P,-space [14], therefore the restriction map 
C(S,) + C(&) can be extended to an operator P,: C(S) + C(K,) such that 
lIP,lls,Kc~ 1. We define 
PO : C(S) + C(S,), P,,(f)(s) := P,(f)(s) for s E K,. 
Since K, are closed-open, PO is a well-defined continuous projection, liPolls,s, I 1 
and POP, restricted to t,G2(C(S2)) induces on C(S,) a projection Q : C(S,) + C(T) 
satisfying I/Q II s>, , I A. This implies bq2(U) I b,,(U). 
The relation between j(U) and b,(U): Let yA :=/?(A, t), where r is the 
discrete topology on A (yA is extremally disconnected). 
Now, we construct a map 9 and S as in the definition of b,(U). Let S be the 
disjoint topological sum of yK, for (Y E A, where (Ka)aEA is a fundamental 
family of compact sets in T. We define an essentially onto map v, : S + T, where 
q lyK, is the unique extension of the identity on K,. There are isometric 
embeddings: 
j: (C(T)> (II . Il~,)ud + (F(T), (II * Il/&n)~ 
d : (c(n (II . IIK,LEA) + (C(S), (II . llyKJad)9 
R: (W-)>(II . II,&ud~(CW~(l/ * IIy,&~~)~ 
where R(f) 1 yK, is the unique continuous extension of f IK,. The inequality 
j(U)sb,(U) follows from Roj=@ and I~R(f)(l,= ll_fllr for ~EF(T). 
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Let T be hemicompact, then there exists an increasing fundamental sequence 
(K,),.~N of compact sets in T. Let He = K,,, H,, := K,,\ K,, _ I for n I 1, let S, be 
a disjoint topological sum of yH,, n E R\l, and L, := Ukr,, yH, c So. We define 
an essentially onto map I,U : So + T, where I// 1 yHn is the unique continuous ex- 
tension of the identity on H,. 
Now, there is an isometric embedding: 
9:(C(T),(I/. ll~,)nE~)j(C(S~),(/l. II&N). 
Moreover, the following map is an isometric isomorphism 
Q:(F(T)>(II. ~~&~N)+(W~~(II~ ll~,h~), 
where Q(f) lye, is the unique continuous extension of f jH,. Then j(U)= 
b,(U), since Qo j = @ and Q-’ 0 @ = j. 
(b): a&U)< b,(U): Let S, p, I/ . lla= 11. IlK, be as in the definition of as and 
6,. There is a fundamental family of relatively compact sets (La)aEA, q.$L,) = 
K,, in S. The map 
8 : (C(T), (II . III&A) + (CC% (II . lI~,)ad 
is an isometric embedding. Applying 2.2, we obtain the following commutative 
diagram of isometric embeddings and graded Its: 
C(S) L z 
For every A>b,(U), there is a projection P: C(S)-+ C(T), IIPlls,usA. On 
the other hand, since all projections are assumed to be continuous (see In- 
troduction), there is a compact-open set L c S such that ilPfll,= 0 whenever 
llfilr = 0, fe C(S). Thus 
becauseiffeC(S), llfllL~l, thenf=g+h whereg,hEC(S), Ilg/lssl, llhll,=O 
(for example, g could be defined as follows: g(s) :=f(s)/lf(s) j if I_&s)i L 1 and 
g(s) :=f(s) if if(s)[ 5 1). 
By 2.4, there is a projection P, : Z + C(S) such that for some cr; EA : 
IIP, Il{a,, ,a,,j,Ll 1. The map PO := POP, Ix fulfills: 
llpoll{a, ,...( a,},cI~~. 
b,(U) I a&U) < m: Let S, p, 3 be as in the definition of aB and b,. The 
first inequality follows from the facts that @ : C(T) -+ C(S) is an isometric 
embedding for a suitably chosen standard grading on C(S) and llPlls,us 
IIPll{a I,..., a,).U. The second one is an obvious consequence of Prop. 2.1. 
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3. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be an injective base and let U be an open subset of T. 
(a) If i,(U)<2, then U is extremally disconnected. 
(b) If ir( U) < 3, then U is locally compact. 
(c) If iT( U) < 00, then U contains a dense open extremally disconnected and 
locally compact set. 
REMARKS. (1) Part (a) is a generalization of the Banach space result of Amir 
[l, Cor. a] and Isbell-Semadeni [ll, Th. l(ii)] (also [4, Cor. 31). By [l, Ex. 11, 
the result is sharp. 
(2) By Ex. 4.3 below, the result (b) is sharp. 
(3) The first statement of (c) and Cor. 3.2 (b) are generalizations of Amir’s 
result for Banach spaces [l, Th. 31 (also [2, Th. 21, [4, Cor. 21). 
COROLLARY 3.2. (a) If T is a hemicompact injective base and i,(T)<2, then 
T is a disjoint union of a sequence of compact-open sets (T,) and therefore 
C(T)-Klnch C(G). 
(b) If T is a locally compact injective base, then T contains a dense open 
extremally disconnected subset. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.2. (a): By Th. 3.1 (a) and (b), T is extremally dis- 
connected locally compact. Thus there is an increasing fundamental sequence 
(K,),EN of compact sets consisting of sets being closures of open sets. There- 
fore, K,, are closed-open and the topological space T is a disjoint topological 
sum of compact-open sets T,, where To := K,, T,, := K,,\K,_ 1 for n L 1. 
(b): Let U be an arbitrary open relatively compact subset of T. Thus, by Th. 
3.1 (c) and Prop. 2.3 (b), CJ contains a dense open extremally disconnected 
subset. This completes the proof since every union of open extremally discon- 
nected subsets is open extremally disconnected as well. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. By Prop. 2.3, j(U) 5 iT(U). 
(a): Let P : F(T) --* C(T) be a projection satisfying llP[i r, u < 2 - E for some 
E >O. Assume that XE bd V, where V is open, VC_ U. Obviously, 
P(f)(x)+P(-f)(x)=0 for f :=x~-X~\~. 
For example, let the first term be LO, then there is a neighbourhood U,, of x, 
U, C U, such that P(f) / uok -c/2. We choose a continuous function 
g : T-+ [O, 21, supp g c U,\ V, g(xo) = 2. This leads to a contradiction since 
p(f+g)W>2-& and (If+gl/el. 
(b): Let P: F(T) + C(T) be a projection satisfying 
lIpllT,u <3-e for some e>O. 
Let XE U have no compact neighbourhood. For some compact set K in T, if 
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f IK=O, feF(T), then P(f)(x)=O. Hence P(g)(x)=P(xr)(x)=l for g:= 
xK-~r\~andP(g)(,>l-eforanopen I/3x, Vc_U. Letf:T+[O,2] becon- 
tinuous and suppf c V\K#0 (!), f(xo)=2 for some X~E T. Then Ilg+f llrs 1 
but P(g + f )(x0) > 3 - E > lIP 11 r, u; a contradiction. 
(c): Let P : F(T) + C(T) be a projection such that II P II T, u < 03. Suppose that 
U contains no dense open extremally disconnected subset. If XE bd V, V open, 
then, for each open neighbourhood W of x, XE bd Wn V. Hence 
A := (xe bd P: V=interior of V, VC U}. 
is dense in a non-empty open subset Ue of U. Define V, := 0. 
Letx,EAnU,,x,EbdVi’, Vi’=Int V,‘, Vi’~U~andletf,~C(T), Ilf,llrrl, 
suppf, c U,, f,(xl)= 1. Then P(f, .xv~)(~l)+P(fi.~T\V;)(~,)= 1 and either 
P(f, -x,,;)(x~)~+ or P(f, .xriv;)(x,)2+. If the first possibility holds V, := V; 
otherwise V, := T \ V,‘. There is an open neighbourhood U, c U,,\ V. of x, such 
that P(f,.xv,) /u,>f. 
Repeating this procedure inductively we will 
(i) a sequence of points (x,), x,E(An U,_, 
(ii) a sequence of functions (f,) C_ C(T), I/f, 
suppfflc U,~,\%,Y f,(xn)=l; 
find for n> 1: 
)\I?-,; 
/ITS 13 
(iii) a sequence of non-empty open sets (U,), x, E U,, 
(iv) a sequence of sets (V,) such that Vn is the closure of its interior, x, E bd V,, 
and P(fn.xvn) lun>f. 
Finally, 
(since f; xv, have pairwise disjoint supports); a contradiction. 
Now, suppose that U contains no dense open locally compact subset. Thus 
the set 
A := {XE U: x has no relatively compact neighbourhood} 
is dense in an open subset U. of U. Let x1 E A tl (Uo\Lo), Lo = 0, and let L, be 
a compact set such that llPilL,, IX,j < 03, then P(f,)(xl)= 1 for fi :=xL,. f,‘, 
where fi)E C(T), llf;ll+ 1, supp f,‘c T\L,, f,‘(x,) = 1. There exists an open 
neighbourhood U, c U,, of xl such that P(f,) Ic/, >+. 
Thus, we can obtain inductively for nr 1: 
(i) a sequence of points (x,), x,~An(u,_,\L,_,); 
(ii) an increasing sequence (L,) of compact sets such that 
llPllL,Jx,,}< 03; 
(iii) a sequence of functions (f,) c F( T), 
suPPf,c_(L,\L,~,), llfnllr~l, P(fn)(xn)=l. 
(iv) a decreasing sequence of open sets U,, , x, E U,, , 
Hence (f,) have disjoint supports. This contradicts our assumption since 
XX:_, h)(x,)>n/2 and llC:=, f,ll+ 1. 
4. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
First, we present a general construction of topological spaces which will be 
applied later on. 
Let us denote by 9 the set of all finite sequences of non-zero integers Z, in- 
cluding the empty sequence 0. Let a = (a,, . . . , a,) E 9 and m E Z, then 1) n is 
calledthelengthofcr;2)cr(m):=(a,,...,~,,m);3)aj:=(crl,...,crj)E~,:‘:=0 
for each 1 ~jl,. Finally, a subset .S! c 9 is called reliable if a E.% implies 
oJ E .S! for all jr length of (Y. In the following construction upper indices will 
indicate to which copy of /3n\i the given element belongs and from now on 
tKJ={1,2,...}. 
Now, let S? be an infinite reliable subset of z?? Let us fix families (/IiN”),,,& 
and (x~),~~, x’~pt~J’\\‘. We define: 
and we equip S, with the topology of disjoint union and Ta with the quotient 
topology with respect to the map @ : S.& -+ T,: 
@(x)=x if xeTti or = lnjn if x=xY, ~=cr(n), n~i?. 
The space T& is a “tree” of PN’s. 
Obviously, Tti is a regular k-space. For every bijection p: N ---) .%t, the se- 
quence K, := @(L,), L, := lJ:_, PtN di) forms a fundamental sequence of , 
compact sets since if (x,)~~ ,,, G T, and x, $K,, , then (x,)~~ N has no cluster 
points. Therefore @ is essentially onto and T% is hemicompact and normal [9, 
3.8.21. 
The map 6 : (CG’k), (II . IIK,,L~~) + (W.~), (II . IIL.,,hEd=C’ is an isometric 
embedding. We define a continuous projection: P : C(S,) + C(TH), P(f)(x) := 
f(x)-C~~,f(~“‘)+C~=~f(In,I~ I), where xcPn\JU, cr=(n,,...,~). Thus, for 
A c 5PS, iTfi(A) 5 1 + 2k, where 
k=sup{nEtrJ: n=length of a~%?, x~p/rJO, XEA}. 
By [S, Cor. 2.1 l] (see also [13, Th. 1.2]), C(T,)= /E because kernel of every 
continuous seminorm on C( T& contains an infinite dimensional Banach space 
and C(S,)=&,,, C(pKl”)=/,“. 
Now, we use the above construction and we obtain some examples. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. We construct an extremally disconnected k-space T such that 
no point of it has a relatively compact neighbourhood and C(T) = 1,“. We take 
T:= Tn-, where JV~ 9 is the family of all positive sequences in Y. 
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It is easily seen that if U is an open subset of T satisfying 
then there is an infinite set A c iN such that for n E A, y = a(n): 
Thus U is not relatively compact. On the other hand, T= UacJY @(ptbJ”\Na). 
Moreover, if XE @(/3n\l*\N*) belongs to the closure of an open set UC T, 
then x belongs to the closure of an open set Ofl Na’. If U, V are disjoint open 
subsets of T, then (Ofl N”)O(PO h\la) =0 and, therefore, x4 Pflo. Thus Tis 
extremally disconnected. 
REMARK. Let To be the disjoint topological sum of countably many copies of 
T defined above. It can be proved that for every increasing sequence (c,), 
co = 1, c,, -+ 03, and for a suitable standard grading (11 . lIKn) on C(T,), C(T,) is 
a Pjd,(,nl-space. Obviously, To is also an extremally disconnected k-space with 
no point having a relatively compact neighbourhood and C( To) = 1:. 
If C(T) is a Banach injective space, then T contains a dense open extremally 
disconnected subset ([l, Th. 31, also Cor. 3.2 (b)). The result does not hold in 
the Frechet case: 
EXAMPLE 4.2. An example of a normal k-space T that contains no open non- 
empty extremally disconnected subset and no point of which has a relatively 
compact neighbourhood: C(T) = f,“. 
We take T= Ty. It is easily seen that ncr, n E n\l, (Y E 9, belongs to the 
closure of (if a=(a ,,,.., a,), /3=(/I, ,..., p,), then clp denotes the sequence 
(a ,, . . . . a,, Pi, . . . . P,)) 
A; := U /~/PJ~(‘)~\{x~(‘)P} for i= +n and -n. 
DEB 
Since these sets are open and disjoint, na E bd Ai and na does not belong to any 
open extremally disconnected subset of T. On the other hand, {n a: n E N, a E Y} 
is dense in T and, therefore, there is no non-empty open extremally discon- 
nected subset of T. 
The proof of the other statements remains as in Ex. 4.1. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. A non-locally compact extremally disconnected injective base 
T such that i(T) = 3 and C(T) = f,“. 
It suffices to consider T= Ta,, N, := {aeJY: length of as l} (for the defini- 
tion of JV see Ex. 4.1). Then, T looks like a “tooth-brush” with pn\l” as its 
“handle” and other /?n\l’s as “bristles”. No point in piN”\t~J” has a relatively 
compact neighbourhood (see the proof in Ex. 4.1). By Th. 3.1 (b), i(T) I 3 and, 
by the construction above, i(T) 5 3. 
The last example is based on a different construction. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4. An extremally disconnected locally compact space T possess- 
ing a fundamental family of compact sets of the cardinality oi such that C(T) 
is not injective. It is obvious that such an example does not exist for o instead 
of or. 
We define inductively a family of extremally disconnected topological spaces 
(T,),<q (a ordinal numbers). Let us take: To := {O}, T,, 1 = T,U {O} (disjoint 
sum). For limit ordinals y, we define Ty :=p(Uacy T,) and T := U,,,, T,. Of 
course, T, is embedded homeomorphically into Ty if a < y. 
Every continuous function on T is bounded and T is not compact, hence 
C(T) is not barrelled (see the Nachbin-Shirota Theorem [ 12, 11.7.51) and, there- 
fore, not injective. It is worth noting that C(T) contains no infinite product of 
Banach spaces. 
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